
1. Begin by gluing the two pairs of Platform Sides to one of the 
    Platform Ends, all with the engraved detail facing out.  The thick
    Side goes on top, while the thin Side is on the bottom.  Then glue
    the other Platform End to the opposite side of the Sides.

2. Next, slot the Platform Side Supports into the holes in the Sides
    and glue.  Then glue the Platform Top onto the completed End
    and Side assembly.  These two steps will align and square the
    entire Platform.
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3. Glue the Platform End Overlays to the Ends, slotting the tabs at
    the top into the notches in the Platform Top.

4. Begin construction of the Stairs by selecting one Stair Side and
    laying it engraved side down on your workbench.  Then start
    gluing in the Step Fronts and Tops, all with engraved detail facing
    out towards the angled edge of the Side.  The Fronts fit in the
    smaller square holes with their tabs to the top.  The Tops fit in the
    rectangular holes with their engraved detail to the front.  The blank
    area with no engraving to the back is where the Front on the next
    level up rests.

5. Next select one of the opposite Stair Sides and slide it over the
    exposed tabs on the installed Fronts and Tops.  Be patient while
    doing this step.  All the tabs may not line up immediately.  It is
    best to start at either the top or bottom step and work your way
    to the other side, aligning tabs as you go.  The Side will then
    slide neatly into place.  Then glue the Stair Back and Top to the
    Sides.

6. The final step is to glue the Stair Side Overlays to the outside of
    the Stair Sides.  Take extra care to make sure the Overlays line
    up along all the edges of the Side.  Repeat the above steps for
    the other Stair.
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